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About This Game

Tametsi is a difficult logic game played on a set of tiles, in which you must use the clues provided to discover and mark hidden
mines.

Notable features

 a variety of tilings beyond the standard square grid

 100 increasingly difficult hand-designed levels

 60 extra puzzles to unlock

 mid-level progress is saved automatically

 over 40 hours of gameplay

If you get stuck, there are also drawing tools for taking notes.

Note:  there is no in-game music.

Although Tametsi can be very challenging, every level can be completed using logic alone: guessing is never required.
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Snake croosed with Pac-Man, you can't go wrong. Some of the later levels become quite challenging but never to the point
where you want to give up. Recommended!. It's okay but not great. Gets pretty boring after a bit. There's little challenge even at
the very beginning, There's no attachment to the pawns - they're completely interchangeable. If one dies, you'll just get another
soon. The controls and interface are clunky.. Not worth your time or money. A Collection of 7 King's Quest titles released from
1983-1994. It's a great Inventory Adventure series that Sierra On-Line created back when MS-DOS & Windows 3.1/95/98 was
still by popular demand. I grew up with King's Quest 6-7 when I was a child.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-U9acpDcHo
In King's Quest 1 - Quest for the Crown:
Enter the Kingdom of Daventry which was once a peaceful, rich and free of hardships land ruled by King Edward with 3
Magical Treasures; A Magic Shield which protects its bearer, A Magic Mirror which foretells the Future & finally, A Magic
Treasure Chest which is filled with Gold. However, over the years, these 3 Treasures were lost thanks to those in power whos
lies and deceit took advantage of King Edward's Hardships. Now, King Edward is old and frail with no heir to the throne. So
calls forth Sir Graham, one of his bravest, greatest and youngest Knights, to search the land and reclaim the 3 Magical
Treasures. If successful, Sir Graham will become the new King of Daventry.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leOZ1YOePvs
In King's Quest 2 - Romancing the Throne:
Following the events of King's Quest 1, Graham is now King of Daventry but is alone ruling the Kingdom on his own & seeks a
maiden to become his Queen. Not knowing what to do he consults the Magic Mirror, one of the 3 Magical Treasures & sees a
beautiful woman in a Quartz Tower in the Land of Kolyma. Knowing what to do, he removes his crown, dons his Adventurer's
Cap and sets off on his quest.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihes_ty7o4E
In King's Quest 3 - To Heir Is Human:
Gwydion begins as a peasant of Llewdor and a slave of the wizard Manannan, but ultimately discovers he is really the long lost
son of the Graham (Alexander) and that he has a sister. Help him escape from Manannan's clutches & saves his sister (Rosella)
and father from the ravages of the dragon (and restoring the magic mirror).

In King's Quest 4 - The Perils of Rosella:
Rosella travels to the fairy land of Tamir (after learning about it through the magic mirror) on a quest to save her deathly ill
father, for which she must vanquish the witch Queen Lolotte.

In King's Quest 5 - Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder:
King Graham has to rescue both his kingdom and family from Mordack, Hagatha's and Manannan's brother and also an evil
magician, in the land of Serenia.

In King's Quest 6 - Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow:
It's Prince Alexander's attempt to save his true love, marry her, and ultimately becoming the king of the Land of the Green Isles.
The magic mirror pointed him in the right direction to finding the kingdom.

In King's Quest 7 - The Princeless Bride:
The Final Adventure Game in the King's Quest Collection, this game involves the dual protagonists Queen Valanice and
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Princess Rosella attempting to save the realm of Eldritch from the evil enchantress Malicia. Rosella ultimately finds a romantic
interest in Prince Edgar, whom she rescues with the implication that they may marry in the future. Provided that you obtain the
Good Ending in order to do so.

I hope to see King's Quest 8: Mask of Eternity on Steam, because I would buy that game and play it... Kickstarter. And as an
added Bonus, it's possible to install & play the Space Quest 6: The Spinal Frontier Interactive Demo in the same directory as
King's Quest 7 in the King's Quest Collection: Standard Edition and not the Legacy Edition.. Yes! Dear Satan yes! More like
this please!. incredibly wholesome . hope my pets dont refer to me as mistress though. The game is simple and essential, but
that's indeed the reason it catches the most fundamental core of the RPG genre: choices are all that matter. With just six stats
for your character, which never get in your way obtrusively, thus increasing the immersion of the player, the game manages a
good set of events and their consequences. I find this game a beautiful example of role-playing at its essential, akin to those
playing books of old. The story is short, but intense, the only defect of the game being the authors having been perhaps content
with exploring in depth the royal branch of the story.. Recommend \ud83d\udc4d. Great to pass the time with!. Game rarely
responds to button presses and usually gives a Japanese error when opened.
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An excellent educational potential for kids. I mean, who hasn't dreamed of being an astronaut??
9.5\/10. Omen Exitio: Plague really is an intriguing Lovecraftian adventure that reminded me of Fighting Fantasy single-player
RPG books by Steve Jackson and Ian Livingstone from the 1980's--although it was darker, and quite a lot more nuanced. Story
itself was well written, quite captivating and game gives you real sense that your choices matter. Actually, I enjoyed this short
adventure to the extent that this is my first review in Steam, so I let this speak for itself and I really do hope that Tiny Bull
Studios will release more content of this kind in the future.

I, as well as some other reviewers, noticed slight decrease of this sense of agency when story nears it's conclusion, but that didn't
end up to bother me as much as I would have thought. However, I would have appreciated possibility to save progress, or "leave
bookmark", few times during game, for example between "chapters", so if you like to experiment with alternate story lines or
visit locations that you missed, you don't need to play whole thing through again. Although I do admit that all this IS quite a lot
faster when you just click through dialogue and try to remember choices as you made them last time, it still does takes
significant amount of time.. This game has been a blast so far and i have only played 1 hour of it, i love it truly to bits although i
havent gotten the hang of the controls yet. I really hope this game achieves the level of attention it needs and takes off to maybe
even esport levels or at least levels of players that will make it possible for the maker to implement more updates since the
amount of players also will depend on the possibilities of updates.

Notes: -Haven't raged so far, good sign
-The people in servers that are way better than me don't get mad, but help out
-This game is really fun. Spent like 20 mins playing around in this game. Super easy to pick up and play I love the Power up
bugs. the Death one is my favorite helps out when getting swarmed. but if you use the Green leaf centifeeder psh watch out
bugs! imma comming to eat you little bastards. Just unlocked the desert level can't wait.. Credits better than the actual game.
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